
I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E

TRED GT and TRED HD are all-in-one off-road vehicle recovery devices, 
specially designed to get your four-wheel drive, ATV and equipment out of 
trouble when traction is lost in sand, mud, sludge, or light snow.

two TREds, one Design
two vastly different materials

Budget

tooth
durability

features Colder
Climate

flexibility

TRED 800

performance

TRED 1100 TRED GT TRED HD TRED PRO

Which tred model best suits your needs?

Just Some of the shared features

Constructed using high quality automotive grade Polypropylene, TRED GT 
delivers superior strength, impact resistance and durability. With a material 
formulation that performs all year round in ambient temperatures from 0°C 
(32°F) to 55°C (131°F) along with the tough ridged design profile, TRED GT 
will provide great reliability and performance in an off-road recovery 
situation.

TRED HD is made from a high-quality custom blend engineered Nylon 
enabling high levels of flex while delivering superior strength and durability. 
The mix of elasticity and tough rigid design in the main body means that the 
TRED HD will maintain a high level of pressure on your tyre to provide 
ultimate traction whilst still being able to take the flex from the vehicle’s 
weight on unstable and uneven ground. TRED HD special all season 
formulation will help you all year round in ambient temperatures from -15ºC 
(5ºF) to 70°C (158ºF).

Greater Strength
Vehicles up to 4 Tonne (8,800lbs)

Ultra Lightweight
Approx. 2.7kg / 6lbs each

all Terrain
Sand, Mud or Light Snow

Greater contact
220mm Traction Width (8²⁄³”)

AlL weather
Ambient 0º to 55ºC (32º-131ºF)

improved Flex
For Maximum Performance

superior Strength
Vehicles up to 4.5 Tonne (9,900lbs)

Lightweight
Approx. 3.5kg / 7.7lbs each

all Terrain
Sand, Mud or Snow

Greater contact
220mm Traction Width (8²⁄³”)

AlL season
Ambient -15º to 70ºC (5º-158ºF)

ultimate Flex
For Maximum Performance

High Quality Automotive Grade
Polypropylene

High Quality Custom Engineered
NYLON BLEND

$279
Recommended retail price

AUD INCLUDING GST

$229
Recommended retail price

AUD INCLUDING GST
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Here at TRED we realise not everyone has the same needs, paths, vehicles or budget... so 
we’ve released not one, but TWO brand new recovery devices!!!

Combining years of experience, a database containing hundreds of leading tyre manufactur-
er’s tread patterns, an unrivalled knowledge of manufacturing and our award-winning design 
and development team to create two boards almost identical in appearance, but enabling us to 
cater to different customers on different paths with different budgets.

With the new design we’ve managed to bring over the essential performance characteristics 
from the TRED Pro into our new mid-range recovery devices to deliver a superior level of design 
and performance above the original TRED 800 & TRED 1100 product range.

Both the TRED GT and TRED HD are all-in-one off-road vehicle recovery 
devices, specially designed to get your four-wheel drive, ATV and equipment 
out of trouble when traction is lost in sand, mud, sludge, or snow.

Read more below on what the differences are between these incredible 
new TRED recovery devices so you can Explore with confidence™ today!
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GT
Greater Strength

Vehicles up to 4 Tonne (8,800lbs)

Highly engineered 4x4 solo recovery
device for touring enthusiasts

Lightweight
Approx. 2.7kg / 6lbs each

all Terrain
Sand, Mud or Light Snow

Greater contact
220mm Traction Width (8²⁄³”)

AlL weather
Ambient 0º to 55ºC (32º-131ºF)

improved Flex
For Maximum Performance

Constructed using high quality 
automotive grade Polypropylene, TRED 

GT delivers superior strength, impact 
resistance and durability. With a 

material formulation that performs all 
year round in ambient temperatures 

from 0°C (32°F) to 55°C (131°F) along 
with the tough ridged design profile, 
TRED GT will provide great reliability 

and performance in an off-road 
recovery situation.
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HD
Greater contact

220mm Traction Width (8²⁄³”)
Greater Strength
Vehicles up to 4.5 Tonne (9,900lbs)

Highly engineered 4x4 solo recovery
device for the toughest conditions

Lightweight
Approx. 3.5kg / 7.7lbs each

all Terrain
Sand, Mud or Snow

AlL season
Ambient -15º to 70ºC (5º-158ºF)

improved Flex
For Maximum Performance

TRED HD is made from a high-quality custom 
blend engineered Nylon enabling high levels 
of flex while delivering superior strength and 
durability. The mix of elasticity and tough rigid 
design in the main body means that the TRED 
HD will maintain a high level of pressure on 
your tyre to provide ultimate traction whilst still 
being able to take the flex from the vehicle’s 
weight on unstable and uneven ground. TRED 
HD special all season formulation will help 
you all year round in ambient temperatures 
from -15ºC (5ºF) to 70°C (158ºF).
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AND

progressive variable Tooth design
GET A GRIP
Improved tooth distribution and design based on research of hundreds of tyre 
manufacturer’s tread patterns for maximum traction to create an effortless escape.

DEDICATED ENTRY AND EXIT POINTS
LIFE IS BETTER WITH DIRECTION
With a directional recovery board we’re able to design the nodule’s profile 
to better grip the tyre’s profile and allows the conform to the terrain.

SIPE-lockTM

PATENTED GRIP PROFILE FOR ULTIMATE TIRE TRACTION
Unique patented grip profile specifically engineered to engage the water 
evacuation channels on the outer edges on tires known as sipes.

Concave ramp
TYRE HUGGER
Specifically designed concave ramp to provide better surface contact  
to the vehicle’s tyres for optimum initial traction and recovery ease.

Convex Profile
MOMENTUM ROLLER
The convex board design conforms to the direction of the terrain 
as you roll out of the hole your tyres and vehicle are in.

TRED-LINK
THE NEVER ENDING RECOVERY BOARD SYSTEM
Nest your TRED GT + HD recovery boards, from entry ramp to shovel end, to give 
a potentially limitless recovery surface without the need for additional joiners.

Mounting options
MOUNT IT YOUR WAY
Because we all like to be different. The TRED GT + HD have multiple mounting locations 
to optimise the way you store and mount your recovery device for easy access. 

LOW PROFILE
BETTER STACKING
Low profile and tighter nesting save valuable storage space and 
less equipment protruding from your vehicle creating less drag.

Improved Shovel & Handles
DIG FASTER
Enhanced ergonomics provide maximum grip, comfort and control. 
The dedicated shovel feature provides better debris removal.

Lifetime Warranty 
WITH GREAT QUALITY, COMES GREAT CONFIDENCE
TRED were the first solo recovery device to offer a lifetime warranty 
and nothing has changed when with the TRED HD, we back it for life!

Australian Made
USED WORLD WIDE
The TRED range of recovery devices are all proudly 
Australian made, owned and operated by 4WD enthusiasts.

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E

TRED GT and TRED HD are all-in-one off-road vehicle recovery devices, 
specially designed to get your four-wheel drive, ATV and equipment out of 
trouble when traction is lost in sand, mud, sludge, or light snow.

two TREds, one Design
two vastly different materials

Budget

tooth
durability

features Colder
Climate

flexibility

TRED 800

performance

TRED 1100 TRED GT TRED HD TRED PRO

Which tred model best suits your needs?

Just Some of the shared features

Constructed using high quality automotive grade Polypropylene, TRED GT 
delivers superior strength, impact resistance and durability. With a material 
formulation that performs all year round in ambient temperatures from 0°C 
(32°F) to 55°C (131°F) along with the tough ridged design profile, TRED GT 
will provide great reliability and performance in an off-road recovery 
situation.

TRED HD is made from a high-quality custom blend engineered Nylon 
enabling high levels of flex while delivering superior strength and durability. 
The mix of elasticity and tough rigid design in the main body means that the 
TRED HD will maintain a high level of pressure on your tyre to provide 
ultimate traction whilst still being able to take the flex from the vehicle’s 
weight on unstable and uneven ground. TRED HD special all season 
formulation will help you all year round in ambient temperatures from -15ºC 
(5ºF) to 70°C (158ºF).

Greater Strength
Vehicles up to 4 Tonne (8,800lbs)

Ultra Lightweight
Approx. 2.7kg / 6lbs each

all Terrain
Sand, Mud or Light Snow

Greater contact
220mm Traction Width (8²⁄³”)

AlL weather
Ambient 0º to 55ºC (32º-131ºF)

improved Flex
For Maximum Performance

superior Strength
Vehicles up to 4.5 Tonne (9,900lbs)

Lightweight
Approx. 3.5kg / 7.7lbs each

all Terrain
Sand, Mud or Snow

Greater contact
220mm Traction Width (8²⁄³”)

AlL season
Ambient -15º to 70ºC (5º-158ºF)

ultimate Flex
For Maximum Performance

High Quality Automotive Grade
Polypropylene

High Quality Custom Engineered
NYLON BLEND

$279
Recommended retail price

AUD INCLUDING GST

$229
Recommended retail price

AUD INCLUDING GST
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+61 7 3184 4000  //  info@tred4x4.com

To purchase the new TRED GT, TRED HD and the 
entire TRED range please contact us directly.

Our Brisbane based factory and our warehouse 
have supply of all products. The TRED team are 
here to assist with any order requirements.

*The world’s first non-mechanical solo recovery device with a lifetime warranty


